DENTSPLY OrthoLab™

We make it easy to grow your business and control your costs.

DENTSPLY OrthoLab™ is a full-service national laboratory that provides a wide spectrum of fixed and removable dental appliances at competitive prices. We offer a wide variety of acrylic colors, patterns and images sure to please your patients.

1.855.9.ORTHOLAB  DentsplyOrthoLab.com
## Appliance Price List

### Removable Appliances

#### Hawley Retainers
- Upper with One Pair Clasps: $48.29
- Lower with molar rests: $48.24
- Upper Wraparound: $54.04
- Lower Wraparound: $60.75
- Upper Wraparound w/soldered “C” clasps: $67.60
- Lower Wraparound w/soldered “C” clasps: $74.48

#### Clear Retainers
- TekFit® 3-3: $24.24
- TekFit® 6-6/7-7: $48.48
- TekFit® Single Arch (Set of 4): $128.13
- TekFit® Dual Arch (Set of 4): $179.38
- ACCO: $95.68

#### Adaptor Appliances
- Adaptor with Sentinloy® Coil Springs: $87.89

#### Spring Retainers
- Standard Design (Cuspid to Cuspid): $40.16
- Spring Retainer w/Distal Wire Extensions: $51.14
- Modified Design Spring/Hawley: $68.92
- Super Modified Spring/Hawley: $73.64
- Helix Coil Spring/Hawley: $85.63
- Mushroom Spring/Hawley: $76.20

#### Splints
- **TEKFIT™ SPLINTS**
  - Flat Plane from Single Model: $67.12
  - Mora/Gelb Design: $68.51
  - Roth Splint: $113.90
  - Anterior Repositioning Splint: $88.93
  - Superior Repositioning Splint: $88.93
  - Cuspid Rise-Add: $11.46

- **BRUXISM AND BASE SPLINTS**
  - Soft Vinyl: $54.84
  - Hard Base: $34.08
  - Hard Base with Acrylic: $38.52
  - Dual Hardness: $38.52
  - NTI splint: $54.70

#### OPTIONS
- Flat Wire Labial Bow: $6.39
- Dual Loop Labial Bow: $5.31
- Hooks on Labial (pair): $6.60
- Clasps (pair): $7.79
- Soldered Clasps (pair): $9.92
- "S" Finger Spring (each): $8.35
- Whip Springs (pair): $14.18
- Straight Finger Spring (each): $3.91
- Helix Springs (each): $9.50
- Double Helix Spring (each): $12.04
- Lab Mounts Upper & Lower Models: $10.65
- Soldered Spring (each): $12.04
- Rests (each): $5.04
- Spurs (each): $3.91
- Stabilizing Wires (each): $3.91
- Reinforcement Wire: $4.61
- Solder Joint (each): $3.68
- Wire Tongue Crib Added to Acrylic: $12.04
- Mushroom Spring: $7.44
- Anterior Bite Plane: $9.92
- Posterior Bite Blocks: $20.55
- Acrylic on Labial Bow: $14.53
- Bluegrass Roller Added To Hawley: $14.88
- Pontic: $23.92
- Pontic Tissue (for two teeth): $7.44
- Duplicate or Pour Models (each arch): $5.61
- Band/Bracket Carving (each arch): $5.54
- Expansion Screw: $18.07
- Fan Screw: $26.94
- 3-Way Screw: $36.85
- Piston Screw: $19.14
- Jack Screw: $18.07
- Resetting Each Tooth: $4.61
- Acrylic Valcano: $15.62
- Acrylic Flange: $11.04
- Indents (each): $1.00
- Delta Clasps (pair): $9.96
- Model Prep: $2.46
- Fabricate Wax Bite: $12.79
- Add Mounting Rings: $3.13

#### ACRYLIC COLORS
- Any Single Color:
  - Opaque: N/C
  - Translucent: N/C
  - Electric: N/C
  - Fluorescent: N/C
  - Each Additional Color: $3.18
  - Multicolor Marble: $11.28
  - Glitter Added (per arch): $3.54
  - Add Doctor’s Decal: $7.79
- Designer Series
  - Designer A: $2.54
  - Designer B: $16.91
  - Designer C: $23.68
  - Designer D: $29.32
  - Designer E: $39.46

#### Positioners
- **SETUPS**
  - Standard Complete Set-up - includes bases: $79.28
  - Partial Bench/Diagnostic Set-up (14 or less teeth): $39.28
  - Partial Gastronomical Setup (14 or less teeth): $70.00
  - Hinge Axis Mounting:
    - From Doctor’s Tracing: $8.50
    - From Doctor’s X-Ray: $11.35
  - Gnathological Set-up: $159.99
  - Diagnostic Set-up: $79.28

- **POSITIONER MATERIALS**
  - Vinyl - Clear: $54.76
  - Vinyl - with Color & Flavor: $54.76
  - Silicone: $66.97
  - White Rubber: $55.29
  - Impak® Elastic Acrylic Resin: $70.82

- **OPTIONS**
  - Double end ball clasp (per pair): $10.63
  - Band/Bracket Carving (per arch): $5.04
  - Duplicate (per arch): $5.61
  - Pour Impression (per set): $9.68

#### TekFit™ Sports Mouthguards
- Single Layer (per arch): $51.25
- Dual Layer (per arch): $75.25
- Personalization (up to 3 areas): $10.25
- Strap: $10.25
- Case: $10.25

#### TekFit™ Whitening Trays
- Foam or vinyl (per arch): $26.94
- Vinyl with Reservoirs (per arch): $4.25

### Functional Appliances
- **BIONATORS**
  - Bionator (without expansion screw): $127.58
  - Bionator (with expansion screw): $146.01
  - Orthopedic Corrector (with three screws): $192.09
  - Orthopedic Corrector (with two screws): $170.47

#### SAGITTALS AND TRANSVERSE
- Upper Schwarz (with Occlusal Coverage): $103.84
- Lower Schwarz: $85.05
- Nord Expander: $133.26
- Jackson Appliance: $107.02
- Upper Sagittal (with Occlusal Coverage): $123.33
- Lower Sagittal: $102.78
- Class III Sagittal (with Occlusal Coverage): $123.33
- Shammy: $92.14
- Lab Mounts Upper & Lower Models: $10.63
FRANKELS
FR I, II, III, IV $198.46
FR V $236.73

ACTIVATORS
LSU Activator $134.66

TWIN BLOCK™ UPPER & LOWER
Clark Type 1 Standard (with Screw) $238.15
C-Type 1 Standard (without Screw) $216.84
C-Type 2 Standard (Crowded) $273.59
C-Type 3 Support Plate (Upper Only) $50.32
C-Type 4 CL II, Div. II $260.11
C-Type 5 CL II, Div. II Sag $297.68
C-Type 6 To Close Bite $283.82
C-Type 7 Schwarz Style $257.99
C-Type 8 Schwarz/Lower Jackson $236.73
McNamara Style $236.73

Fixed Appliances
Herbst Appliance
Basic Cantilever Design $175.78
Mayes Cantilever Bite Jumper $187.12
Smith Type I $204.14
Smith Type II $195.62
Dischinger Cantilever $180.03

Holding Appliances
MCLR (Krause Retainer) Per Mesh Pad $18.07
MCLR Transfer Tray $15.46
E-Z Bond Lingual Retainer w/Transfer Tray $56.70
3-3 Lingual Arch w/mesh pads $34.73
6-6 Lingual Arch $30.12
6-6 Lingual Arch w/loops $37.91
Band & Loop $35.43
Spring Loaded Space Regainer $43.73
Fixed Transpalatal Arch $35.42
Goshgarian Transpalatal Arch $48.91
Nance Button $37.57

Habit Control Devices
Vertical Crib $64.15
Palatal Thumb Crib (does not extend vertically) $64.15
Bluegrass Tongue Trainer $62.37
Hayrake - Palatal with Spurs $81.51

Arch Expanders
Banded RPE $66.63
Add Expider™ Expander - Fan/Anterior RPE $18.80
Add SUPERScrew® Assembly $18.80
Add Split Habit Crib $46.78
Add Compact Screw $7.09
Stealth RPE (Banded) $74.65
Acrylic Bonded RPE $91.91
Add Face Mask Hooks $18.79
Add Sarver Debonding Loops $15.59
Haas Design $82.00
Williams Design Lower Expander $76.56
Fixed Quad Helix $58.11
Removable Quad Helix (MIA) $74.43
Lower Bi-Helix $43.94
“W” Arch $41.11
Arnold Expander $36.43
Spring Jet I $98.87
Spring Jet II $115.89

Molar Distalizing Appliances
Distal Jet® Appliance (Bilateral) $132.18
Distal Jet® Appliance (Unilateral) $112.70
Lower Molar Upright Jet® Appliance (Bilateral) $86.10
Lower Molar Upright Jet® Appliance (Unilateral) $70.88
Hilgers Pendulum $79.38
Hilgers Pend-X $97.10
Hilgers T-Rex $111.27
Hilgers PHD $101.70
Cetlin Lower Lip Bumper $51.39
Greenfield Molar Distalizer $153.09
Greenfield Molar Distalizer (with screw) $167.27

OPTIONS
Stainless Steel Crowns (each) $10.27
Rollo™ Bands (each) $6.71
Reinforcement Rings added to bands (each) $7.37
Comfort Caps (set of 4) $4.95
Herbst Acrylic Bonded or Removable Splint (per arch) $205.54
Flip Lock Mechanism $90.20
Hanks Telescoping Arms $55.21
Miniscope Telescoping Arms (includes screw) $55.21
Advancement Shims (each) $3.26
Sleeves (each) $15.64
Pistons (each) $6.16
Extra Axle Replacement Screws (pair) $6.16
AppleCore screw $13.63
Single Archwire Tubes (pair) $19.14

Consultation & Educational Models
Models are 50% off when ordered with an appliance.
Standard Education Models
INDIVIDUAL MODELS
Two-Tone Urethane Models $96.65
One Arch $52.04

MASTER SERIES MODELS
Features 8 sets of classic malocclusion models, 1 set of ideal occlusion models, and a display/storage binder.
Two-Tone $874.34

PEDO SERIES MODELS
Features 5 sets of deciduous dentition malocclusion models, 1 set of ideal occlusion models, and a display/storage binder.
Two-Tone $586.55

DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS
Two-tone models feature peel-away gum tissue that illustrates tooth eruption patterns at various ages.
Age 3-6 years $211.25
Age 5-9 years $211.25
Age 9-12 years $211.25
Set of Three $580.63

Consultation Models with Custom Appliances
We will fabricate any custom appliance to your prescription on an appropriate two-tone model.
Consultation Appliance At List Price
Appropriate Two-Tone Urethane Models $205.30
One Arch $110.86

Digital Model Printing
Printed Model with Appliance (single arch) $9.23
Horseshoe Printed Model (single arch) $15.38
Horseshoe Printed Model (dual arch) $25.63
Low Profile Base Printed Model (single arch) $21.53
Low Profile Base Printed Model (dual arch) $26.65
Full Base Printed Model (dual arch) $58.43

Accubond® Indirect Bonding
AccuBond® Indirect Bonding (dual arch) $256.25
AccuBond® 20:20 Indirect Bonding (single arch) $102.50
Advancement Shims (each) $3.26
Sleeves (each) $15.64
Pistons (each) $6.16
Extra Axle Replacement Screws (pair) $6.16
AppleCore screw $13.63
Single Archwire Tubes (pair) $19.14

Rollo, Herbst, Twin Block, SUPERScrew, Distal Jet, Upright Jet, Expider and Impak are not trademarks of DENTSPLY. Use of names does not imply endorsement.
Get up to $300 Savings on appliances of your choice when you order the OrthoLab™ Starter-Kit!

Starter Kit includes two $50 Off Coupons and one Buy 3 Get 1 FREE Coupon*. Limited time offer. Limit one Starter Kit per account.

ORTHOLAB™ STARTER KIT
#44-900-00    $76.86

*Buy 3 Get 1 FREE Coupon excludes Accubond® Indirect Bonding. Free appliance must be of equal or lesser value than lowest-priced purchased appliance (up to $200 value). Appliances may be ordered all at once or separately.

1.855.9.ORTHOLAB DentsplyOrthoLab.com

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Shipping and Handling
We provide Prepaid 2-Day Express Shipping Labels for shipping cases to our lab. Simply place the label on the provided Case Shipper Box and ship as you normally do. Completed cases are sent back to you via 2-Day Air (FedEx or UPS) for a flat rate charge of $7.50. Next Day Air service is available for an additional fee.

Turnaround Times
Please allow 2 days for your case to ship to the lab, 5-7 business days for us to process your case (not including the day it is received), and 2 days for your completed case to be shipped back to you. Please do not include weekends or holidays when calculating turnaround time.

Model Fee
If you ship an impression, a $4.95 charge will be applied for a poured up model in stone or plaster.

Appliance Warranty
All of our appliances carry a 90-day warranty against defects in material or workmanship. If you encounter a problem, please return the appliance, original construction model(s), setup and wax bite (if applicable), along with a current model(s). Appliances will be repaired or replaced at the discretion of the laboratory. This warranty does not cover patient abuse or lost appliances.

Billing and Payment
All orders are accepted on a basis of payment terms pre-approved by DENTSPLY in advance of shipment of the order. An invoice or packing slip is enclosed with each shipment. Master Card, Visa, and American Express are accepted. For all orders, applicable local sales tax will be added to the order total after the order is submitted. You will not be charged until your order has shipped.

Order Minimum
A $10.00 minimum charge applies to all work processed by our laboratory.

Terms and Conditions
We upgrade the quality and design of our products on a continuing basis, and because of this, we reserve the right to improve, modify, or discontinue products at any time, or to change specifications, terms, conditions or prices without notice.

1.855.9.ORTHOLAB (1.855.967.8465)
2525 Three Mile Road,
Racine, Wisconsin 53404

Not responsible for typographical errors. Colors are for illustration purposes only. Actual color of product may vary. All descriptions, items and pricing listed herein are subject to change.
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